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People



Halifax population grows despite pandemic

• Population growth of 
over 9,200 in 2020-21

• Interprovincial 
migration overtakes 
international 
migration

• 2021 population of 
460,274 just under 
goal of 470,000



Age profile is shifting



Slower growth in rural HRM



India top source of new permanent residents

• India remains number 
one source of new 
permanent residents 
in Halifax

• India and China 
together accounted 
for almost half of 
2021 figure



University enrolment hits new record high

• Only a slight dip in 
international 
enrolment

• Enrolment of Nova 
Scotia students at 
highest level since 
2014-15



P-12 education results are underwhelming

• NS ranks fourth across 
provinces in all three 
subjects

• NS scores are below 
Canadian average in 
math and reading and 
equal to the average 
in science



Labour



Labour force rebounds to all-time high

• Labour force grew to 
258,600 in 2021, short 
of 271,000 goal

• Labour force 
participation rate 
returned to pre-
pandemic levels after 
2020 dip

• xx



Job vacancies spike

• Worker shortages are 
now the primary 
labour market 
concern, not COVID-
induced job losses

• Halifax’s job vacancy 
rate closed 2021 at a 
record high



Male-female jobs gap fluctuates



Significant variance across industries



Remote work is here to stay



Investment



GDP bounces back from 2020 losses



2021 another rough year for Gateway

• Air passenger counts 
remained low and 
another cruise season 
was lost

• Better news came 
from the Port with 
record highs for cargo



2021: Tourism recovering but not recovered



Nova Scotia last in investment 



Office vacancy remains high 



Industrial vacancy plummets



Affordability



Qu’est-ce que c’est?



Purchasing Power



Annual Change in Purchasing Power



How much money do you need?



What does that mean for the poverty rate?

Halifax’s decline in the poverty rate of 
9.9 percentage points between 2015 
and 2020 was the 2nd largest across 
benchmark cities, and 10th largest 
across all CMAs of Canada.

8.3%



What does that mean for income distribution?



Child care costs



How affordable do residents think Halifax is?



General Affordability



Real Estate



New Home Prices



Home Prices



Another way of looking at it



Housing Supply



Rental Market



Rent by Regions



Rent and vacancy rates by city



Mortgages



Another way of looking at it…



In Conclusion, 2021 saw…

Inflation rise by 3.7% New Home Prices rise by 
10.2%

But Halifax continues to 
grow…

Apartment rents rise 6.3% & 
Vacancy rate drop to 1.0%



Living



Benchmark established for well-being metric

• Survey respondents 
were asked about life 
satisfaction

• Inclusive focus is on 
reducing the share 
giving answer of 4 or 
lower



Trust steady from 2021, down from 2020



Voter turnout has been soft

• Sharp drop in federal 
turnout in 2021

• Slight improvement 
in provincial turnout, 
but barely half of 
those eligible voted



Black, visible minority & female shares up



Nova Scotia second-highest in vaccination



Doctor waitlists are growing



Renewable energy share steady in 2021 

• 2021 renewable 
supply was ahead of 
adjusted requirement

• Required share of 
renewables jumps 
from 25% to 40% in 
2022



GHG reductions not on track



Economic
Strategy 

Scorecard



GDP



Secondary metrics



Population



Labour Force



Well-being



Coming attractions …


